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…hopefully on the workbench undergoing final inspection for the 2011 Airworthiness certificate.
Springtime The first day of spring was once the time for taking the young virgins into the fields, there in dalliance to set
an example in fertility for nature to follow. Now we just set the clocks an hour ahead and change the oil in
the crankcase.
- E.B. White, (E.B. – we called him Ebby – must have been a former Tow Plane pilot)
The first day that wind and temperature stabilize to generate ideal flying conditions that fabled law of
Arkwright Sod will yield a greater than normal probability for rain, in highly unpredictable bands, that will
sweep across the Binbrook Veldt throughout the daylight hours. (THI – NYSE recommended short term
Buy).
Sailplane pilots are noted, however, for their unflappable calm, patience and cool demeanor. A Timmie’s
double-burble to steady the hand and a double dipped maple-blurnut to fuel the talk engine and we are
good for at least an hour to describe in full detail how the centre of pressure is influenced by Bernoulli’s
Theorem – and still have time to add “…but it can also be affected by the Reynold’s Number too!”. Glazed
eyes match glazed doughnuts; cognitive reason resembles a dunked bagel and somewhere in the
background you can hear harps and the beating of wings. Somehow, waiting for the right flying conditions
does not seem so bad.
Now that you’ve moved up to 2.4GHz just a reminder that you will still need a pin for the frequency board to
let others know that you are on the field and flying.
Don’t forget to cycle and maintain your battery packs – keep them in good shape for the season ahead.
And remember – If in doubt, throw it out and get new ones.
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The Prez says...
Do we dare think of changing the winter covers for spring like clothes..? It certainly seems like we have
been put to the test of endurance with '
ole man winter'making his presence in our face this past season.
Usually by this time at least some new green leaves are starting to show but the trees around me are still
bare. My hope is that winter has over spent its budget and the warmer sunny days of flying season are just
around the corner.
The up-side of a longer winter is that there should be a lot of shiny new finished aircraft emerging from the
basement skunk-works, ready for the dreaded moment of that first test of purpose... the maiden. If and
when that happens, please take some photos and let us all know how the fledglings did. Back to the
drawing board..??? Or add a bit more power for a circuit..? A couple more tosses to adjust the trim... then
a low level gentle launch from the high-start..?? Or take out some nose weight to get a bit more response
with the control surfaces..?? Or is it '
Damn the Torpedoes...!'and energize the bungee until it sweats...
...nothing like altitude to recover from reversed servos... good luck with that..!!! Remember that the sod will
still be soft and any nose divots must be replaced. Pick up all the pieces off the ground, we don'
t want the
lawn maintenance staff to find the head of a miniature pilot in the mower... he may think he has just killed
the operator of an alien space craft and the military will be investigating.
If the force is on our side, we may even see some activity at our expensive slope soaring site, the
Westover drumlin, this season. Thanks to Ed Smith'
s initiative to get a few flying wing projects on the
construction table, and soon into the air. My past experiences with the hill have been very good, and if Ma
Nature looks favourably on us with the wind direction, we will be able to take over the property from the
quad drivers, and reclaim the turf, for some exciting up close and personal aerobatic flying.
Please practice running up and down your home stairs, so that the climb to the top of the hill is not a
cardiac or muscle spasm event... I only do chest compressions, not mouth-to-mouth...!!
With luck you will meet Ted Michelle at the top, our resident emergency room doctor, who will have the
expertise to make your mission a non-stressed success.
For anyone who intends to hit the hill, please post your date and time on the website, and fire off an
email or phone call to other like-minded hill people.
This season we are on a new site, the Chippewa-Nebo Road site. My personal thanks to Werner Klebert
who over the years has kept a mental data base of the flying areas in our neighborhood, and allowed me to
understand a lot more of what and particularly who, is involved in our good fortune to have their use. Our
treasurer Peter Clarke needs to be recognized as well, as Peter has made easy, the chore of getting
permission from the owners to allow us on the grass. The phone contacts and paper work involved for
insurance, all part of the process that is a necessity for the existence of SOGGI, and Peter has made that a
non-issue for the rest of us.
On the same thought, much appreciation to the members of the club must be given, in keeping the
stewardship and maintenance of our Fletcher Road site in the past few years at a top notch level. It is
definitely that respect given which will come back to us over the long haul, so that we will never be without
a place to enjoy the sport.
To everyone, including family and friends, please have a safe and healthy season. I look forward to seeing
everyone on the field as often as possible.
Thank You
Ray
#
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Minutes of SOGGI Meeting, February 2011 held at the Rockton Library
23 members and 2 guests present ( Hans Peter and Frank)
Financial report:
Peter said we had $3794.00 dollars and a few cents in the bank
27 members had paid up
14 yet to pay
Ray noted we had a number of expenses yet to come - e.g. when setting up the new field
Werner noted that a new house had been built next to the new field and that we might have problems with
the new owner. He also noted the outhouse issue was yet to be solved
Dick Colley, as chief instructor, gave a summary of the flight training procedure for new members that the
executive has been looking into and which have been discussed at the last few meetings:
The club is principally a sailplane club. Instructors will teach new members how to fly sailplanes. Students
can fly with instructor present before they have their wings
Junior students:
Same objectives. Parent or guardian must be present at the field . They must help make sure the student
knows the rules and how to behave etc. They must stay behind the flight line at all times if they are not an
accredited member of the club (insurance requirement)
Only an authorized instructor can teach
Frank noted that the Oakville club had similar rules and that they were followed faithfully
After a student gets their wings they will continue to get coaching for things like being too far away from
the field or too high
If the student wishes to learn to fly acrobatics they will need to go to a club where it is taught. Cambridge
club has a program and planes for this purpose and was recommended.
Dick Fahey asked if the club has got a formal program. Dick said yes
It was noted that most clubs have program that teaches ground rules, field procedures etc and the basics
of aerodynamics as it relates to gliders
Present executive is studying the whole area to make sure it is up to date and will keep members informed
The membership kit is being worked on by Les. One member noted that field rules should include electric
flight . Bob Hammett said the rules DO include electric flight. It was then generally acknowledged during
the ensuing laughter that those of us with less than perfect memories should reread the rules occasionally.
Both RAY and LES emphasized that for insurance reasons we must have rules and guidelines and that
they MUST be followed because if we don’t and something happens the insurance company will not help
us
Les gave an update on heritage com at the aviation museum on Sunday March 8th. Set up Friday night pizza plus chance to sit in some of the planes. Need gliders and volunteers to man the booth etc
Les has borrowed some MAAC stuff. Notice will be in MAAC magazine
Ray reminded us that MAAC needs 3 months to get our stuff in the magazine so that CDs of events
should start their efforts as soon as possible
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Dick noted that a number of members in the LSF program will need 10 people at the field when they try
some of their tasks if their efforts are to be recognized
Werner noted that Ken Norris had taken over from Goodman as head glider guy
- That if we showed enough interest they might try to set up a LEF event for us involving other clubs too
Ray brought us up to date on their efforts to cut wing cores for the slope soarers -still having problems
Ray asked Peter if we had yet gotten back authorization to fly at the slope site. Peter said no. After some
discussion it was decided we should not fly there until we get formal authorization.
Pamphlets Les gave out club brochures for hobby shops which were in black and white - cost 15 cents
each - color 60 cents each. One member thought he might be able to get a better price on the colored
brochure and volunteered to try
SAM Burk - Grand River Hobbies
ED Smith - Paris Junction
Ray - Skycraft
Andy - Hobby Hobby
Ray called for new business - none
COFFEE BREAK
Show and Tell
Fabulous is the only way to describe it
Hans Peter having heard that we had a number of serious free flighters in the club brought in some of his
competition models that he had built himself when he was on the Suisse national team in the past. The
build quality and technical sophistication to me bordered on the unbelievable .To say members were
impressed is to put it mildly. He then showed us an equally impressive extremely high performance electric
glider he had built.
Andy showed us a partially built scale STORCH which will have leading edge slats and trailing edge flaps
and treated us to a description of how it was built (jigs) etc (complicated) and his impressions of the kit .
This lead to a spirited discussion and much speculation as what its slow speed performance would be like.
Tony showed us a 2.2 meter foam electric aileron glider that included the motor and servos from Hong
Kong that cost $69.00 plus $, the modifications he had made to improve it. $17.00 shipping. Members were
quite impressed and I would not be surprised if a few were used as slope soarers
LES spoke of his experiences with different covering materials used on his glider and of the things Werner
taught him as he helped him cover it. This of course got everybody talking about coverings.
Ray spoke about the problems they encountered cutting the foam core he brought in triggering a vigorous
discussion on how sharply tapered wing must be cut.
All in all a fabulous meeting
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Minutes of SOGGI membership meeting held on 13 March 2011 at the Rockton town Hall.
President Ray Munro started the meeting at 2 PM. Ray welcomed three new members; Hanspeter Keller,
Frank Pilih and Eric Rule.
A motion to accept the minutes of our February meeting was made by Ed Smith and seconded by Werner
Klebert. There being no errors or omissions the minutes were accepted by the membership.
Treasurer Peter Clarke presented an updated financial summary indicating the club’s present bank balance
is $3447.20. Peter reported receiving written permission from the owners of the Chippewa/Nebo Roads
field for our use of this field this year.
Ray Munro and Les Peer will be contacting the owners to arrange a location for the club’s facilities shack.
Eight members eagerly responded to Ray’s appeal for a work party to move the shed from Fletchers to
Nebo in late April/early May as determined by field conditions. Watch your e-mail then for a date. The
executive will look into removal of any remaining equipment from Schouten’s field.
Ray thanked the six members who ably manned the exhibit booth at Heritagecon5 on 6 March 2011. Along
with Ray those were Ed Smith, Andy Meysner, Dick Colley, Bob Hammett and Les Peer. Les then read the
letter he sent on behalf of the club to the CWHM congratulating the staff and volunteers on the production
of a successful model exhibit/contest.
Les has been busy updating club documents. He has updated the New Member Information kit with current
documents. Three kits were distributed to the three present new members, Hanspeter, Frank and Eric.
Les has updated the club’s Safety Rules with an issue date of 14 March 2011. As mentioned in the rules
members who have Internet access either at home or at their library are notified to download this document
and familiarise themselves with the updates. Two members who are without this access were given printed
copies.
The club is pleased to receive 14 trophies from Werner Klebert, which he had won in gliding contests over
the years. These will be used by SOGGI for awards at our contests. During discussion about this several
good suggestions were presented. Currently we are looking for a member who will lead this initiative in
time for this season’s contests. Please contact our president Ray Munro if you have interest or can offer
any good suggestions. We are very pleased that Werner has done this and look forward to presenting
them. Trophies are currently in the care of Ed Smith. Les Peer was quick to claim one especially nice one
to be a perpetual trophy for first place in the 2 Metre contest. Les is adding a base extension so name tags
can be added each year.
Hanspeter enquired what are the classes of gliders normally flown at SOGGI. This prompted discussion,
which didn’t really clarify things. The classes Hanspeter understood to be universal did agree well with
those in the book ‘Basics of Radio Control Sailplanes’ (in SOGGI library). This item will get further
clarification possibly at the April meeting and in the club newsletter TASK. Members are encouraged to
attend and let the executive know what groupings they prefer.
A member asked what is the largest glider we can fly. The answer was that we are only limited by MAAC
rules and guidelines.
#
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Discussion ensued on glider sizes for the Big Bird Bash. This lately has been any glider 100 inch wingspan
and up. Werner Klebert said that the Big Bird Bash was started when there were plenty of big cross country
gliders of 3 metres and over. There are currently several of these big birds being refurbished so perhaps
we will see them out this year.
After coffee break Show and Tell brought out three interesting projects.
1-Ed Smith delivered sets of cut foam wings for member’s completion into flying wings for use on the club’s
slope at Westover. Ed is to be thanked for his efforts and success with these wings. It will be good to see
the slope used again.
2-Werner Klebert had a little time during coffee break to describe to individual members the features of his
Hi-Fly 2 metre glider built some years back from a modified Graupner kit. This is the second Hi-Fly in the
club, the other owned by Les Peer. The glider is basically a semi-scale replica of an typical early classic full
size glider.
3-Les Peer brought in a set of 19 wooden ribs from what has been confirmed by club experts as those for a
full size aeroplane. Les purchased them at the Brampton flying club’s open house last September as items
of aviation interest.
Ray’s request for a motion to adjourn was made by Stewart Watson, seconded by Stan Shaw. Meeting
adjourned at about 3:30.

HeritageCon5 – SOGGI Display
#
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Will Hell Freeze Over?

The following is an actual question given in a Cambridge University exam. The answer was so
profound that the professor shared it with colleagues, via the internet, which is why we now have the
pleasure of enjoying it as well.
Bonus question: Is Hell exothermic (gives off heat) or endothermic (absorbs heat)?
Most of the students wrote proofs of their beliefs using Boyle'
s Law, (gas cools off when it expands
and heats up when it is compressed) or some variant. One student, however, wrote the following:
First we need to know how the mass of Hell is changing in time. So we need to know the rate that souls are
moving into Hell and the rate they are leaving. I think we can safely assume that once a soul gets to Hell that it
will not leave. Therefore no souls are leaving. As for the amount of souls that are entering Hell, let us look at all
the different religions that exist in the world today. Some of these religions state that if you are not a member of
their religion, you will go to Hell. Since there are more than one of these religions and people do not belong to
more than one religion we can project that all souls will go to Hell. With birth and death rates as they are, we can
expect the number of souls in Hell to increase exponentially.
Now look at the rate of change in volume in Hell because Boyle'
s Law states that in order for the temperature
and pressure in Hell to stay the same, the volume has to expand proportionally as souls are added.
This gives two possibilities:
1) If Hell is expanding at a slower rate than the rate at which souls enter Hell, then the temperature and pressure
in Hell will increase until all Hell breaks loose.
2) If Hell is expanding at a rate faster than the increase in souls in Hell, then the temperature and pressure will
drop until Hell freezes over.
So which is it?
If we accept the postulate given to me by Teresa during my first year, "That it will be a cold day in Hell before I
sleep with you" and take into consideration that I still have not succeeded in having sexual relations with her,
then, #2 cannot be true, and thus I am sure that Hell is exothermic and will not freeze.

The student received the only "A" given.

#
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For Sale:
For Sale:
1 – Band saw, “Shopcraft” 14” Deep Throat, 3 – wheel system_________________$50.00
Plus 2 spare blades and instruction book.
Contact: Doug Wilkins 905-679-4973
For Sale:
Goldberg "Electra" c/w Servo'
s, Turbo 550 Electric Motor, Rx. 7.6 Volt NiCad (Motor)
Battery, One Airtronics Vanguard FM 4 channel radio.
All that is required to fly this model is to charge the batteries.__________ $100.00

Jim Eichenberg
905-849-9721
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2010/2011 Calendar of Events
2011

• April 10th
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MEMBERSHIP MEETING, Rockton Library Hall, 2:00pm
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Sailplane Events for 2011
Date

Event

Location

CD Name

Phone:

Bob Hammett

519-759-1939

Thursday, May 19, 2011

LSF#1

SOGGI - Nebo

Saturday, May 28, 2011
Sunday, May 29, 2011

FERGUS
Season Opener

Royland Flying Field
Fergus ON

Thursday, June 02, 2011
Sunday, June 05, 2011

JR Aerotow

Saturday, June 11, 2011
Sunday, June 12, 2011

SPRINGVALE
Season Opener

Bennett Field
Springvale ON

Jim Eichenberg

Saturday, June 18, 2011
Sunday, June 19, 2011

Bud Wallace Memorial

SOGGI - Nebo

Ed Smith

Thursday, June 23, 2011
Saturday, June 25, 2011
Sunday, June 26, 2011

LSF#2
FERGUS
DMFV Cup

SOGGI - Nebo
Royland Flying Field
Fergus ON

Thursday, July 07, 2011
Saturday, July 09, 2011
Sunday, July 10, 2011

LSF#3
SPRINGVALE
Skills Challenge

SOGGI - Nebo
Bennett Field
Springvale ON

Saturday, July 16, 2011
Sunday, July 17, 2011

Otto Bandman Memorial SOGGI - Nebo

Saturday, July 23, 2011
Sunday, July 24, 2011

SPRINGVALE
Open Invitational

Bennett Field
Springvale ON

Hanspeter Keller

Saturday, July 30, 2011
Sunday, July 31, 2011

2 – Meter

SOGGI - Nebo

Les Peer

Saturday, August 06, 2011
Sunday, August 07, 2011

OAKVILLE

South Field
OAKVILLE ON

Frank Pilih

Thursday, August 11, 2011
Saturday, August 13, 2011
Sunday, August 14, 2011

LSF#4

SOGGI - Nebo

Andy Meysner

Saturday, August 20, 2011
Sunday, August 21, 2011

SPRINGVALE
Season Closer

Bennett Field
Springvale ON

Dick Colley

Stan Shaw

e-mail:

COGG

LSF#1

the_hammetts@rogers.com

(519) 265-2403 stanley.shaw@ymail.com

F5J Electric
2Meter

(905) 849-9721 jim@virtuhost.com

DLG
Open MOM

(519) 802-8821 antariesbws@gmail.com

Ed Smith

(519) 802-8821 antariesbws@gmail.com

Jim Donnelly

(519) 941-1582 jp-donnelly@rogers.com

SOGGI

Bud Wallace

LSF#2
Open MOM

Saturday, July 02, 2011
Sunday, July 03, 2011
Ray Munro

(905) 529-7117 ray325e@yahoo.ca

Dick Colley

(905) 296-4027 colleydogge@execulink.com

Jim Laslett

(905) 772-3460 lighthouse57@kwic.com

(905) 822-0167 hkeller@sympatico.ca

Club Day

Open MOM

(905) 275-5622

2Meter

(416) 251-1619 frank@virtuhost.com
(905) 279-0173 meysner@sympatico.ca

LSF#4

(905) 296-4027 colleydogge@execulink.com

Saturday, August 27, 2011
Sunday, August 28, 2011

Saturday, September 03, 2011
Sunday, September 04, 2011

LSF#3

F5J Electric
Open MOM

SOGGI - Nebo

ARNPRIOR

Vydon Acres
Galetta Twshp

Saturday, September 24, 2011
Sunday, September 25, 2011

FERGUS
Season Closer

Royland Flying Field
Fergus ON

Thursday, September 29, 2011
Saturday, October 01, 2011
Sunday, October 02, 2011

LSF#5

SOGGI - Nebo

Dick Colley

(905) 296-4027 colleydogge@execulink.com

LSF#5

LSF#6

SOGGI - Nebo

Dick Colley

(905) 296-4027 colleydogge@execulink.com

LSF#6

Saturday, September 10, 2011
Sunday, September 11, 2011

Dick Colley

(905) 296-4027 colleydogge@execulink.com

Big Bird Bash

Gudmund Thompson (613) 837-0648 gudmund@sympatico.ca

Big Bird Bash

Open MOM

Saturday, September 17, 2011
Sunday, September 18, 2011

Keith Bonner

(519) 787-4617 keith_bonner@yahoo.ca

Saturday, October 08, 2011
Sunday, October 09, 2011
Thursday, October 13, 2011
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